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1. INTRODUCTION 

In this paper we shall be mainly concerned with the existence of bounded 
weak solutions of the following Dirichlet problem. 

Let 51 be a bounded open set of R"; we seek a function u: s2 + R, such 
that 

uEH;(Q)nL”(Q) 

Au(x) = H(x, 24, Da). 
(1.1) 

Here A is a linear elliptic second order operator in divergence form, 

Au(x) = - i t3,(a,,(x) djU) (1.2) 
i,,= I 

whose coefficients a,: Q + R are measurable functions and the inequalities 

(1.3) 

hold a.e. in 0, V< E R", for some A >, 1. 
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Concerning the function H: Q x R x R” --+ R, we assume the hypotheses 

V(z, S)ERX R”, x + H(x, z, 5) is measurable (1.4) 

for a.e. x E Q, (z, 5) + H(x, z, <) is continuous (1.5) 

((1.4) and (1.5) are the usual Carathtodory assumptions). 
Moreover we require the following quadratical behavior of H with 

respect to 5: there exist non-decreasing functions k, I? [0, + co) -+ 
[0, + co) and measurable functions f, MEL”, p> n/2, such that the 
inequalities 

.&+~(lzl) 15126H(x,z, 4)<k(lzl) 1512+fb) 

hold for a.e. x E 52 and V(z, 5) E R x R”. 

(1.6) 

We write this last hypothesis in the form (1.6) in order to stress the 
different role off, 7, k, i? in bounding the positive and the negative part of 
the solution U. Let us point out that no bound on k, i; is required. 

Now, problem (1.1) is well defined, in the weak sense, since, if 
u E HA(Q) n L”(0), then Au E H-‘(Q) and H(*, u, Du) E L’(Q). 

Problems of type (1.1) have been largely studied under different assump- 
tions. We recall, for instance, [2, 4, 5, 1, 63; their hypotheses imply that the 
functions k, i;, appearing in (1.6), have to be bounded. The special quad- 
ratic growth in the gradient is treated in a series of papers by L. Boccardo, 
F. Murat, and J. P. Puel, see, e.g., [3], where the existence of a sub- and 
supersolution is assumed, and [S], where the assumptions on the right 
hand side are different. We quote also the paper [7] of J. M. Rakotoson, 
where the so-called “one-sided condition” is requested. For a better under- 
standing of the phenomena related to unboundedness of k, E and to the 
sign off, f let us consider the model equation 

du+k(iul) IDul*+f(x)=O. 

By a change of variable 

(1.7) 

u=E(u)= i u exp(Wt)) dt, 
0 

where we put 

(1.8) 

(1.9) 

Equation (1.7) takes the form 

Au +f(x) q(o) = 0, (1.10) 
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where 

(1.11) 

Note that, when k > 0 is a constant, then q is linear: q(u) = 1 + kv; when k 
is nondecreasing and unbounded, then q(u) grows at infinity more than v 
but less than any power o’+’ with E > 0. It is apparent that the importance 
of the sign off to establish the existence of a solution. 

Incidentally, note that u is nonnegative (nonpositive) if f is nonnegative 
(nonpositive), by maximum principle. 

If in particular k and f are constants, and Q is a ball of radius R, 
centered at the origin, we obtain explicitly 

R “~v(IxI ,:iclfl) f<O:u(x)=~log[(-) 1 Ix1 UR&i?i) ’ 
(1.12) 

where v = n/2 - 1, and I,(x) is the modified Bessel function of order v. 

R ‘Jv(lxl ,/‘@I J>o:u(x)=~log[(-) 
Ix1 Jv(R Jkf) 1 (1.13) 

provided R Jkf < j’,” (the first zero of the Bessel function J,). 
Thus, disregarding the sign off, existence cannot be established without 

some assumption on the smallness of 1521 (the measure of L2) or of some 
norm off. 

This can be checked, for nondecreasing k, in the one-dimensional case. 
For, let f be constant, and L? be the interval ( -R, + R). Then, iff < 0, the 
following representation holds 

where _u = u(0) (the height of the minimum) is implicitly defined by the 
equation 

Analogously, if f 2 0, we have 

(1.15) 
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and U = u(0) (the height of the maximum) is given by 

R. (1.17) 

An inspection of the integral appearing in (1.15) shows that it goes 
monotonically from 0 to + cc as _u decreases from 0 to - co; so Eq. (1.15) 
gives a unique solution _u for every fixed right member. The integral in 
(1.17) i.e., Y(U), starts from 0 and tends to a finite limit when U tends to 
+ co; more precisely, it tends to n/Jk(o=) if k is bounded, to zero if k is 
unbounded. Thus, a solution of (1.17) exists iff fif R belongs to the range 
of ‘Y, of course this solution is not unique if k is unbounded. 

The main purpose of this paper is to prove the existence of a solution to 
problem (1.1) under the assumptions (1.2). . . (1.6). The paper has three 
sections after this introduction. In Section 2 we prove a kind of maximum 
principle for the solutions of (1.1) (Theorem 2.1). The technique used in 
this section (based on the investigation on the measure of particular level 
sets of the solution) enables us to obtain estimates of u and Du. As a conse- 
quence we obtain in Section 3 an existence result (Theorem 3.2) and a 
comparison result (Theorem 3.3). With some additional assumptions, in 
Section 4 special results are proved. 

2. A MAXIMUM PRINCIPLE 

In this section we prove our main estimates for a solution of problem 
( 1.1) under the assumption ( 1.2) . . ( 1.6). An important role will be played 
by the function 

W(t) = atYE’( (2.1) 

where we put (as we did for the model equation (1.7)) 

E(t) = Ji exp(K(s)) ds (2.2) 

and K(s) is the primitive function of k(lsl) vanishing at the origin 
(see (1.9)). g(r) and m(t) are defined in analogous way, when k is replaced 
with E. 

Note that, when k(t) = k > 0 is constant, then IV(t) = (l/k)( 1 - e-k’) so 
that the range of W is the interval [0, l/k). 

An inspection of W shows that, when k is nondecreasing and bounded 
two behaviours of W are possible: either it increases monotonically from 0 
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to l/k( co), or it increases from 0 to a maximum value (attained at t = i, 
say) then decreases monotonically to l/k(x). 

When k is nondecreasing and unbounded, only the second alternative is 
possible; this is the interesting case, since, when k is bounded, one can 
follow the methods in [3, 71 to obtain the desired estimates for u and Du. 

It is convenient also to introduce the solution V of the following 
Dirichlet problem: 

-AV=f= on R* 

v=o on dQ*. 
(2.3) 

Here is f, (,f-) the positive (negative) part of f (f=f+ -J’-), 
f:(x) =f$ (C, Ix\“) is the spherical rearrangement off, (having denoted 
byf* the decreasing rearrangement off), C, is the volume of the unit ball 
in R, and sZ* is the ball, centered at the origin, with the same measure IQ/ 
of Q. An explicit representation of V is given by 

It is well known that, when .f+ E L”(Q), p>n/2, then V is bounded and 
II VII Lm(n*j = V(0). In a similar way we can define v, when f: is replaced 
by?? in (2.3). 

We can now prove the following theorem: 

THEOREM 2.1. Let u be a solution of (1.1) under the assumptions 
(1.2)...(1.6). Then 

WSUP u + 1 G II VII L’(P) (2.5) 

msup up ) d II 811 LX(@). (2.6) 

Remark. Clearly the bound in (2.5) becomes effective only when 
II VII Lm(n*, < sup W. This means, in the case of interest for us, i.e., 
k( +co)= + 00, that )I VII Lz(a*j < W(L), where ;I is the unique maximum 
point of W. We are lead to the following alternative: either 

sup 24, < mini t : W(t) = /I VI/ Lz,R*j} 

or 

supu+Bmax{t: W(t)=I(VIILrcn*)}. 

An analogous remark holds for the bound (2.6) 
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Proof of Theorem 2.1. u is a solution of problem ( 1.1) if the equality 

,1 
i‘ c ajj(x) dju i?;cp dx = 

i 
H( x, IA, Du) cp dx 

Q ;, j= 1 (2 
(2.7) 

holds for every cp E HA(Q) n P(Q). 
We first prove the estimate for the positive part U+ 
For t > 0, let us choose a special test function of the form 

cp,(-x) = CE(u+(x))- fl E’(u+(x)) K&)3 (2.8) 

where x8, is the characteristic function of the set 

8,={xEa:E(u+(x))>r}. (2.9) 

It is easy to check that, since u E HA(Q) n L”(O), cp, is a genuine test func- 
tion. If we insert q, in (2.7), we obtain (remember that E’(u) = exp K(u)) 

=I H(x,u+, Du+)(E(u+)-t) E’(u+)d.x. (2.10) 
6, 

Let US call II/( 1) the right hand side of (2.10). 

Claim. $(t) is an absolutely continuous function whose derivative is 

$‘(t)= -j/W. u,, Du,) E’(u+)d.u f0ra.e. r>O. (2.11) 

To prove (2.11) observe that, if h > 0, 

i H(x,u+,Du+)(E(u+)-t-h)E’(u+)d,x 
8, Ch 

-j H(x,u+, Du+)(E(u+)- t) E’(u+) d-x 
6, 

H(x,u+,Du+)E’(u+)d.r 

-1 H(x,u+, Du+)(E(u+)-r-h)E’(u+)dx 
I?!? 4, + h 

rz, +z, 
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On 4\&+h we have -h<E(u+)-t-h<O; therefore 

which goes to 0 when h -+ 0, since 

so that 

I4\4;+h I + 0 as h-+0+. 

For h ~0 one reaches the same conclusion for a.e. t >O. Since either 
I{x:u+(x)=t}l=O or on this set 0.4, =O, it follows that $ is absolutely 
continuous. 

The claim is then completely proved. 
Now we find an estimate from below for - Ic/‘( t). 
Take again h > 0, small enough; for t > 0, from (2.10) we obtain 

-W+h)+$(i)=hj8,ii, a,i(x)aiu+ ~,~+JW+M~+W 

+ L,,, i 
gx) aiu+ aju+r(u+) 

r,j=l 

x {E’(u+)+(E(u+)-t-h)k(u+)}dx. 

Taking account of the ellipticity condition (1.3) and of the fact that, on 
K\&+to E-‘(t)<u+ GE-‘(t+h), we can write 

+ s IDu+12E’(E~‘(t)){E’(E~‘(t)) 8,\8,*h 
-hk(E-‘(t+h))} dx. 

On the other hand, by Schwarz inequality, 

2 s ~,,~,+~l~.,2dx,l$\R,,,l-1(j IDu+l dx 
> 

. (2.12) 
&(r:Jl + h 

If we set 
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we can write 

2 

x b(t)-P(f+h))--’ IDz4,l dx 

> 

. (2.13) 

The Fleming-Rishel formula and the isoperimetric inequality give 

-f !‘,; IDu+l dx= (IT’) (t) P(~,)>~C~“‘(~-‘)‘(~)P(~)‘-“~, (2.14) 

where P(gz) denotes the perimeter of the set C$ in the sense of De Giorgi. 
Now divide by h in (2.13) and let h go to zero; making use of (2.14) and 
recalling that (I?‘) (t) = [E’(E- ‘(I))] ~ ’ we obtain, for a.e. t > 0 

-$YWj8, I~u+12E’(u+)k(u+)dx+n2C~‘“p(t)2~2’”(-p’(t))~1. (2.15) 

Equation (2.15) is the desired estimate for t,V. Actually we have shown the 
calculations for h > 0, but, as before, they can be carried out for h < 0 in 
the same way. 

Now we combine (2.15) together with (2.11) and the assumption (1.6) 
(the right hand side) to obtain 

n2Cyp(f)2-2’n (-p’(t))-’ 

6 i E’(u+){H(x, u+, Du+)-k(u+) P~+12) dx 8, 

6 E’(u+)f+(x)dx. I 8, 
(2.16) 

Set now y(x)=E(u+(x)) and q(y)=E’(Ep’(y))=E’(u+(x)). Then 

p(t)=\ dx. 
y > * 

Furthermore, since q is increasing, the decreasing rearrangement of q(y) is 
given by q(y*(s)), 0 <s d IQl. Then, by the Hardy-Littlewood inequality, 

j” t; E’(u+ ) f+(x) dx G j-““’ q(y*(s)) f*,(s) ds. 
0 
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From (2.16) now we obtain 

1 < n 2c,- 2$( [) - 2 + 2:,1 (-P’(f)) .r,“‘” q(l’“(s)) f*,(s) ds. (2.17) 

By integration over t we arrive at 

i 

IRI 
y*(o) < n -2c,l-2;” 

0 dr r-2+2t’?” d4’*(s)) ./T(S) ds 
0 

Recalling (2.4) (and the definition (2.1) of W) we finally obtain 

W(sup U,) = y*(o) < V(0). 
dY*(o)) 

This ends the proof of (2.5). 
The proof of (2.6) follows exactly the same lines, if we choose as a tes 

function 

@rb-1 = mu (,r)) - f) E’(u (xl) X&,(X), 
where 

&={x&:E(u~(X))>t} (?>O). 

The proof of Theorem 1 is complete. 

3. EXJSTENCE AND COMPARISON 

The estimate in Theorem 2.1 has, as an easy consequence, an a priori 
estimate for solutions of a family of Dirichlet problems, depending on a 
positive parameter 1. Set 

H,(x, z, 5) = 
H(x, z, 5) when max(z, 0) d j* 
Wx, i., 4) when max(z, 0) > A.. (3.1) 

Then, from (1.6), when z 2 0 we have 

Hj.(x, =3 t)<k(j.) l<l’+,f+(X). (3.2) 
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Consider now, for I. > 0 fixed, the problem 

Uj. E Ha n L”(0) 

where A is the same operator as defined in ( 1.2), ( 1.3). 

THEOREM 3.1. Let uj. he a solution of (3.3). If 

k(i) V(0) < 1 

then 

sup ui., 1 <&og[l -k(A) W)l-’ 

(3.3) 

(3.4) 

(3.5) 

x(j;/:(s)dS)2dr. (3.6) 

Proof: Estimate (3.5) is a particular case of (2.5) if we choose k(t) 
constant = k(A) and take (3.4) into consideration. 

To prove (3.6) observe that, from (2.14) and (2.12), we have 

1 <nn2C,2'"(-p'(t))p(t)-2+2'n [E'(E-'(t))]2 

(3.7) 

Since s8, I&;,+ I2 dx is an absolutely continuous function for t > 0, we can 
write 

1 (DU;.+(' dXzJ~"pu'+ dt (-fS, IDUj,+12 dx) (from 3.7) 
R 

6 s 
SUP &.+ 

n-2C,2'"( -p'(t)) p(t)-2+2'n [E'(E-'(t))12 

0 

On the other hand, as in the proof of Theorem 2.1, we have 

(- J i 
6 

lDui+12dx) CE’(E-‘(t))12G j E’(“i+)f+(x) dx. 
6, 

505/97;1-5 
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Recall now that, being k = k(A) constant, we have E(s) = ( l/k(A))(eskCi)- l), 
E’(s) = e.M), and E’(E-a’) = 1 + k(2)t > 1. Hence we obtain 

I ~DuJ2d.x~n -‘C,, “” c 
SUP u, + 

(-p’(t)) p(t)~-*+*:‘J 
R 0 

> 

2 
X “( up., ) .f+ t-x) dx dt 

Gn-2C 2in s 
SUP u, + 

,I (-P’(t)) P(t)- 
2 + 2!n e2k(i) sup u,.+ 

0 

X 

using again the Hardy-Littlewood estimate for SE! f, 
Now, by using (3.5), we finally obtain (3.6). 

Remark 1. If we set 

A;.(& z, 5) = H(x, z, 5) when max( -z, 0) d 1 
Hb, 1, 5) when max( -z, 0) > 1” 

(3.1’) 

we have, when z 6 0, from (1.6), 

mx, z, 5)sw) Kl’-“7~ (xl. (3.2’) 

Let now ii, be a solution of the problem 

Then, if 

ii, E H;(Q) n L”(Q) 

Aiij~(X)= Aj.(X, ii,, Dilj,). 

I;(%) V(0) < 1 

the following estimates hold 

supii,- &log[l -K(n) B(O)]-’ 
m) 

5 ~Dii,~)2dx<n~2C;2’“[1-~(~) p(O)]- * 
R 

(3.3’) 

(3.4’) 

(3.5’) 

X 
s 

ID’ rp2+2/n (J]IT?(s) ds) dr. (3.6’) 
0 
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Remark 2. Let us set now 

A(x, z, 5) = 
Hj.k z, 5) when z>O 
Aj.(x3 z, 0 when 360 

and consider the problem, for ;I > 0 fixed, 

U’, E H&t?) n L”(0) 

Aw,(x) = R(x, wj., Dw;,). 

(3.8) 

If 

max(k(;l) V(O), l(l) p(O)) < 1 (3.9) 

then estimates (3.5), (3.6), (3.5’), and (3.6’) hold; from these estimates, 
by a well-known technique (see, e.g., [3, 71) it is possible to prove the 
existence of a solution of problem (3.8). 

As a consequence we have the following existence theorem. 

THEOREM 3.2. Assume that, together with the usual hypotheses 
(1.2) . . . (1.6), rhe inequalities hold, 

V(O)<sup--!--(1 -emikCi.‘) 
j.>ok(A) 

QO)<sup_l(* -e -iaci)), 
;.>ok(j>) 

where the strict inequality sign is not necessary ifk (or k”) is unbounded. Then 
there exists a solution u of problem (1.1). 

ProoJ: Let 2, be such that V(0) < (l/k(%,))(l -e -ilk(i.‘)) and 
V(0) < ( l/E(JV,))( 1 - eC’lK(‘l) ). Then (3.9) holds with II =;I, and problem 
(3.8) admits a solution u such that sup u, d 1, ; one easily realizes that 
such a solution also solves problem (1.1). 

Let us now go back to formula (2.17). If we integrate it over (0, t) and 
read the result in terms of decreasing rearrangement we obtain for 
Odsd I#, 

y*(s) <n-2C;2’n 
s 

IQI 

5 drr-2+2ins 
o dy*(t))f:(t)dt= T,(Y*)(s). (3.11) 

Observe that if z(s) is a continuous solution of the integral equation 

4s) = T,(z)(s), o-ss< IQ1 (3.12) 
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then the function Z(x) = z(C,, /xl’?) is a solution in H$Q*) n L”(Q*) of 
the (radial) equation 

-Ac=f=(x) q(u). (3.13) 

It turns out that, under the assumptions of Theorem 3.2 and if 
V(O)<sup,,, W(t), Eq. (3.13) has exactly one solution in H,$L?*)n 

Lor(Q*), the function Z defined above. 
Our purpose is to compare Z with a solution of ( 1.1). This is the content 

of the following theorem. 

THEOREM 3.3. Let the assumptions of Theorem 3.2 hold and V(0) < 
sup,,,, W(t). Then 

(i) Eq. (3.13) has exactly one solution ZE Hh(Q*)n L”(Q*) 

(ii) if u is a solution of problem (1.1) the following comparison holds: 

uT(x)<E- ‘(Z(x)) for a.e. XEQ*. (3.14) 

An analogous result clearly holds ,for I..- ij” 2 is the unique solution of 

-Au=~~(x)q(u) in Q* and 8(O)<sup,,, R(t). 

Proof. Let 1” > 0 such that V(0) < W(A) and V(0) d (l/k(i))( 1 -em ik(i)). 
Then by Theorem 3.2 there exists a solution UE HA(Q*) r\ L”(Q*) of the 
equation 

-AU=k(lUl) lDUl’+,f”,. 

Moreover for every solution we have I/ U/J LI(Re, 6 A. 
Recalling the discussion in Section 1 on Eqs. (1.7), (l.lO), we conclude 

that for every solution u of Eq. (3.13) we have ll~ll~~(~*,<E(A). 
On the other hand, such solutions are fixed points of the integral 

equation 

4-d=jQkGk 5)f:(5)dW))d4= T(o)(x), xER*, (3.15) 

where G(x, 5) is the Green’s function for Q*. 
It turns out that the operator T(u) is a contraction on the subset of 

L”(Q*) given by Y = (u E L”(Q*) : 0 < u(x) < E(A)}. 
Taking this for granted we deduce the first part of the theorem. Denote 

now by Z the unique solution of Eq. (3.13). 
It follows that Z must coincide with the function z(C, Ixln), where z(s), 

SE [0, IQl], is the unique solution of (3.12). Note that also the operator 
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T,(y) defined in (3.11) is a contraction in the subset of L”([O, IQ[]) given 
by Y, = {zEP([O, IQl]) :O~z(s)<E(;1)}. 

Furthermore T, is monotonically increasing with ,v, since q is increasing. 
Starting the iteration process at z,,(s) = u*,(s), zn = T,z,_ 1, we easily infer 
u:(s)<z(s) for any SE [0, /sZl]. This gives (3.14). 

We have only to prove that the operator T defined in (3.15) is a contrac- 
tion in Y. In the same way it follows that T, is a contraction in Y,. 

We have, for UE Y, since V(O)< W(1.)=E(A)/E’(j.) 

Therefore T carries Y into itself. 
Observe now that the function E’(t) = exp K(t) is convex, hence, for 

o<y,<y, <E(A) 

q(L’1)-4(Y*)=E’(E-‘(y,))-E’(E-‘(y,)) 

< E’Xi)(E- ‘(Y,) - E- ‘(yz,}, (3.16) 

where E’L denotes the left second derivative of E. 
On the other hand. we have 

and 

E”(A)= E’(i)k(AL) 

E-‘(.Y,)-E-‘(Y,)= E.(E!l(g)) (Yl- YJ G Y1- Yz 

by the mean value theorem (j E (y,, yi)). 
So, from (3.16) we obtain 

q(,v1) - qb,) d E’(i) W- NYI - ~2). (3.17) 

It follows that the function q is Lipschitz continuous on [0, E(A)]. 
Therefore we can write 

q(t)=l+~‘q’(s)ds=l+~‘k(Ep,(s))ds. 
0 0 

Since k and E- ’ are increasing functions, we obtain the following 
inequality, stronger than (3.17) 

qb,) - 4(h) G 4l)(Y, - Yd. (3.18) 
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Now it is easy to see from (3.18) that for u,, v2 E Y 

Since k(A) V(0) < 1 it follows that T is a contraction in Y and the proof of 
the theorem is complete. 

4. SPECIAL CASES 

As we have seen, problem (1.1) has a solution if some restrictions are 
prescribed on the size off, 7 or of IQ1 ; but we have also seen, in the model 
equation (1.7), that a solution does exist without any such restriction, 
provided the known term f has the “right sign.” 

For instance, let us focus our attention on estimates of the negative part 
u- of the solution; obvious changes will give analogous results for the 
positive part U, . 

Then we replace assumption (1.6) on H with the more restrictive 
hypothesis: there exists a nondecreasing function I% [O, + co) + [0, + co) 
and a measurable function SE Lp(sZ), p > n/2, 2 b 0 a.e., such that the 
inequality 

H(x,z, OW&lzl) 151*-8x) (4.1) 

holds for a.e. x E Q and every (z, 5) E R ~ x R”. 
(Note that, since it has only to be nondecreasing, in (4.1) we could omit 

the ellipticity constant LI simply by considering k = /Ik instead of E). 
To state the result set 

G(t) = i’ exp( -R(s)) ds, (4.2) 
0 

where R is the primitive function of it vanishing at the origin. 
Furthermore denote by U the solution of the Dirichlet problem 

AU=g* in Q* 

u/=0 on &ZI*. 
(4.3) 

THEOREM 4.1. Let u be a solution of ( 1.1) under the assumptions 
(1.2), . . . . (1.5), (4.1). Then 

(up)* (x)~G(u(x)) for a.e. XEQ*. (4.4) 
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Proof of Theorem 4.1. Let c( = lim, _ + r G(t), 0 < u < + a,; choose, as 
a test function, for t E (0, a) 

cp,(x) = CGCU t-x)) - rl G’(u (x)) x~,(x), (4.5 1 

where now 

bFr= {xEQ: G(w (x))>t}. (4.6) 

Inserting q, into (2.7) we obtain 

I c 
a a,(x)d,u~aju~G’(u-){-G’(u~)+(G(~-)-~)~(~~)~d~ 

81 i, , = I 

= J H(x, -2.~ , -Du J(G(u_)-t)G’(um)dx. 
4, 

Performing calculations analogous to those in the proof of Theorem 2.1, we 
reach the following inequality, which holds for a.e. t E (0, c(), 

1 <n-2C,wp(f)--2+2/~ C-P’(~)) jA, i?(x) G’(u -(xl) & 

where again p(t) = j&J. 
Since on c??~, G’(u (x)) < G’(G~-l(t)), we have, by Hardy-Littlewood 

inequality, 

1 .@.n2C,2/“p(t)-2+2:n (-p’(t)) G’(G-‘(t)) jd”” g*(r) dr. 

By integration of both members of the previous inequality over (0, s), one 
obtains 

G-‘(s) = 
s 
;$(G-‘(r))dl 

dt,u(~)-~+~“’ (-p’(t)) j”“’ g*(r) dr. 
0 

The conclusion now follows by routine arguments. 

Remark. Let hypothesis (1.6) be replaced by 

-&4+~(14) l5l2 ~fkz,5)~k(lzl) 1512-g(x) (4.7) 

for a.e. x E 52 and every (z, t) E R x R”, g, S being nonnegative functions. 
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Then, using the right inequality in (4.7), from the results of Section 3, we 
deduce that a solution u of problem ( 1.1) is nonpositive, and, using the left 
inequality in (4.7), we obtain from Theorem 4.1, an estimate for sup u 
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